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· Abstract 
Aut.omat.ed Guided \'ehic)es are Pxpe1rt<·d t.o b«· used inrreasingly in the 
factory of the future.. Two in1port.ant arPas of R&_D Ii(• in J>at.h Planning and 
Navigation for these vehicles. This thesis pres<~nt.s n1<~thods to automatically 
• 
plan and navigate paths for a prototyp<· rnobil~ fartory robot ~·hich has been 
developed at Lehigh. 
The navigation strategy presented describes a control structure that can 
locate a mobile robot in cartesian coordinates and guid<· it along t.he specified 
path. The path planning strategy identifies all rectangulat ~~convex·' areas 
(those areas inside which travel is possible in a straight. lint·) . 1n a . g1,,ven 
. 
en v 1ronment. .. i\ graph is created where the cbn\·cx shapes isolated are 
represented as nodes and their intersections as arcs. Since fixed costs cannot be 
·associated \\'ith arcs of this- graph., a ne\\' backtracking graph tra vprsal technique 
is ·developed that dynamically allocat"'es costs to a developing path. The paths 
thus obtained are optimal is most cases. requ1r1ng only minimal refitting .. 
Further~ if the obstacles are ~Jigned .(as is likely in an industrial situation), the 
computational corr1plexity of .the algorithm decreases considerably. 
'· 
... 
Chapter I 
Introduction 
The techno]ogy to automatica1ly rnakr a vehicl~ (such as a rnobi)e factory 
-robot) traverse a specified path has existed for quitt- sornetime. }1owever, such 
technology has not been implemented in industry because navigation systems 
rPquired t,o rnaintain the repeati bility requirements have been cost prohibitive. 
Thus wr have seen automatic devices custom built for specific purposes. Wire 
guided vehicles are a prime exarnp]c. 1"'hesP rr1achines. although functional, are 
severely limited in terms of flexibility. Th·is thesis suggests a structure and 
method of operation for a vehicle that -Viould rneet the need of econornic 
feasibility, flexibi]ity, and accuracy required in industry. 
·Essentially, the work done for this thesis was focused on two areas: 
• The development of a system responsible for guiding a rnobile factory 
robot along a specified path. 
• The development of a strategy to automatically plan paths for mobile 
robots in relatively structured and non-vo]atile environments. 
~ . 
The· first -of these areas, described in Chapter 2~ can be conceptuaJly divided 
into considerations of two concurrent tasks: 
Self Location- responsible for locating the robot in c.artesian coordinates 
and bearing at any given moment. This is· achieved by two inter-dependent 
navigational sub systems. A gyroscope and a wheel encoder constitute the 
primary navigationa] u·nit and providr input to instantly locate the vehicle as it 
moves. A laser scanner is used as a secondary· navigational unit to obtain a 
"fix", an . accurate measure of vehicle orientation and position and to correct the 
error built up in the primary system. 
2 
.. 
( 
' 
Navigation- responsiblCl for directing the n1ovcment of tJu, robot bv 
• 
ronl'rolling thP st.eering ang](• and spPed n(~re.ssary to track the path specified b)· 
. 
a list of points and starting and Pnding orientations of the vehicle. This is 
achi(•\·ed by first identifying vectors that represent vehicle position and 
orit·ntation at points spread out. regularly along the s·p«:>cified path. Initially the 
navigational parameters are computed assuming the vehicle \\1 ill trave] on a 
smooth path between specified points. If the vehicle strays from the ideal path~ 
its sterring angle and speed are recomputed to bring it back on track. 
Fig. 1-1 shows a simplified block diagram of the vehicle ""CycJopian '" 
incorporating this dual navigation scheme. 
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Figure 1-1: The Navigation System of "Cyclopian" 
r' 
"Cyclopian" \\1as built as a prototype of an industrial mobile robot to work out 
some out the primary problems involved in thi~ project. "Cyclopian" is a three 
wheeled vehicle . where both the driVing / and steering are done by the front 
. . 
wheel. i\t present it runs on three car batteries. The hard,vare onboard the 
vehicle includes a sing]e board computer (Intel 86/05), a gyroscope. an infra red 
3 
" 
.. 
/ 
,. 
laser scanner .. and coding disks on the front. wheel. 
The second area of concentration described in Chapter 3~ considers the 
I 
automatic path p)anning for a mobilr robot. I l '.. (~urrently.. there are two 
philosophies regarding path_ pJauning for robots. The first is the academic, more 
general approach., the> proponents of which are interested in. suggesting schemes 
that are as flexi b)e and generally app)icable as possi b]e. Their approach 
assumes arbitrary shape, size and orientation of the robots and obstacles [2, 3]. 
Consequently the solutions obtain.ed have a complexity exceeding that required 
of a systern to function in structured. non-vo]atiJP industrial environments. The 
second philosophy .. espoused especiaJJy bv 
. 
the industry, 
• 
. 
1s to construct a 
workable system albeit with severe limitations. For example a robot might only 
have knowledge of how to get back and forth between work stations~ if it were 
required to travel to a new point~ a n~\\' path would have to be perhaps hand 
computed or picked by inspection /4 J. This approach has worked in industrial 
situations where th·e environment. and tasks allocated to robots are not likely to 
change much at all. 
In a sense, this thesis reflects a compromise between the two approaches 
described above. The navigation system meets the need- of being able to 
navigate a path autonomous]y without the necessity of external aids such as a 
wire b.uried in the ground. The path planning strategy automatically provides 
optimal ·paths given only arbitrary starting and destination points and a map of 
the obstacles. These techniques make assumptions about the environment and 
expected perform.ancf of the vehicle. While these assumptions prohibit the 
techniques from bein·g used for a general purpose mobile robot, they are within: 
the bounds of acceptable parameters in industrial situations.·.· 
4 
·A 
-The a]gorithms of Chap. 2 and 3 are imp]emented in f'asca) on a DE(~ 
, 
2065 computer. lmp]ementation .details can be found in l5j. 
(~hap. 4 presents somfl of the simulation results pertaining to navigation 
and path planning algorithms. Finally~ Chap. f> presents conclusions and makes 
suggestions for possible extensions to this work . 
. . ~~,, .. 
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Chapter 2 
Robot Self Location and Navigation 
This chapter considers thr negotiation of a specifitd path by a mobilr 
robot. The principie used to locate the robot in a cartesian plane is sirnilar to 
that used by bats to navigate. By sending . out signals (in our case optical 
signals rather than the high · frequency sound signals used by bats) and then 
·sensing their reflections from thfl surroun·dings, the robot vehicle is able locate 
its position relative to obstacles. Since the scope of this system is limited to 
industrial settings. it is feasible to lay a fixed coordinate system on the factory 
floor. Given that the location of th_e obstacles is known accurately~ the position 
of the robot can also be pinpointed. 
Onre a reasonable estimate of the vehicle position is guaranteed, the next 
problem to be tackled is navigation/driving the vehicle along a smooth path 
specified by discrete points. The robot is instructed to follow arcs between such 
points. At the end of each arc, based upon the actual locati"on of the vehicle~ a 
new pat.h is com.puted to the next point. This compensates for the deviation 
from the ideal path caused by sluggishness of the steering angle change and 
wheel slippage. 
2.1 Self Location using the Gonion1eter and Ground Navigator 
·, 
A fundamental problem is to accurately locate the vehicle at any given 
point. This ·is accomplished by two interdependent · navigational systems: A . 
Ground Navigator to keep a rough estimate of the position and a Laser Scanner 
or Goniometer) to periodically refine that estimate. Each system is vita1 - to 
.. . ' 
robot self location. Whereas lhe accuracy is provided by the goniometer,"- the 
6 
. \ 
f .-
.. 
neighborhood data is provided by the ground navigator. 
2.1.1 Obtaining a ''fix'' from the Goniometer 
The Goniometer is a device that emits a circularly sweeping infrared laser 
beam in a plane paraJlel to the ground. Jt is mounted on the vehicle at the 
mid point of the rear axle 1• It is able to detect. the' angles at which "b'eacons ,~ 
that a.re posted around the room, are spotted. ''Beacons'~ are retro-reflectors 
which are fabricated in such a way that they reflect. light. at the incident. angle 
(the light. beam is reflected back on the same path on which it arrived). Every 
time a reflection is detected, a n~mber e:orresponding to the angle it was 
·' detected at, is stored in a buffer. This buffer is initialized every time the bearr1 . 
has sw·ept a complete circle. . Since the bea.m s\veeps a circle every half a 
second. it is possible to poll the buffer twice a second for the angles at. which 
the beacons were noticed. 
The computer has, at any given time~ access to at least a rough estimate 
of vehicle position by pollif!g the ground navigator. After a ''fix'' has been 
. 
given by .the goniometer, the ground navigator is recaliberated. but errors 
. . J 
progressively b·uild up with' time. lJsing a map of beacon locations, and the 
angles from the buffer described above., the LOCATE algorithm (described 
below) matches the angles at w~ich beacons were seen to angles at which 
beacons are expected. Through geometrical calculations the position of the 
vehicle can 'be determin·ed. 
/' 
1This point has been ch~sen because it results 1n the simplest mathem-atics. In principle the 
Goniomete, can be located anywhere on the vehicle. 
7 
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2.1.2 Efficiently 1natching the beacor1s 
Givru that the V<'hiclf' is at rest and that. angles bct.wern b(>ctf«lns art· 
spread out \\'hen a goniornetC'r readinJ~ is taken. locating the vt1liirl<· is straight 
for\\"ard. Assurning that the angles at \\'hicl1 beacons v.·c>r£-» spot tPd art· accurate. 
thP problern .in essence is to mat.ch thr beacon sightings \\·itli ir rnap of th(l 
beacons.. In a realistic situation it is necessary t.o consider the· fart that there 
may br many beacons to match ac;; wel! as the fact that positional errors 
obtained by using readings of beacons far a\va~· arP likely t.o be greater. The 
need to "'"'efficiently'' locate the vehicle is addressed bJ intelligently picking good 
beacon sightings. This prob]em is tack]ed by also storing a reading that 
corresponds to the apparent angular width of the beacon spotted. ~otice that 
this is an approximate measure of distance between th~ vehicle and beacon. 
REAR 
WHEEL 
LOCATION OF 
GONIOMETER 
G 
REAR 
WHEEL 
Figure 2-1: 
.> 
FRONT 
WHEEL 
Measuring Distance to Beacons 
8 
( 
\' 
' . 
Fig. 2-1 shov.'S ho\\' th~ distance d is ~nversc)y proportional t.o thr angl<· (l. 
, 
lising t.his approach also necessitates that b,~arons have tht~ sanu· appttrrnt 
v.1 idth from all directions. This need is rnct bv 
. . rnaking thfl bearons . Jllt () 
rylindrical posts. Nov.'~ when beacon augles are detectt'd. the ones that haY(• 
angular \\'idths srr1aller than· a chosen thresho)cL are discarded. \otic.(' that 
spurious reflections (assuming that they ha,1 r a small angular \\1 idth). \\·ill ·b~ 
discarded immediately since they wilJ appear verJ far away. 
0 
Figurei 2-2: 
'0: 
DEGREES 
. 
,,;:.· 
OISTANt3E 
/ THRESHOLD 
''Efficiently" matching sighted beacons 
Because of the uncertainty of vehicle position and orienta~ion, beacons 
have to be looked for in a cone emanating f rorn an angle equal to the largest 
9 
error expected. We use a cone of IO·' correspc>nding to a j 5 · error. There 
may be more than one beacon within the angular range but most times this 
will not cause a probJern because th<J distanrf• criterion wilJ discard those 
beacon·s that are far. However~ if there is still more than one b~acon with in a 
lone, both of them art> discarded because their is no way of telling which of 
those corresponds to the beacon spotted. If only one beacon is found in the 
cone~ then the x,y position of that beacon (frorn the map) is added to a list of 
matched beacons. Fig. 2-2 shows the beacons that are picked (shaded dark) 
and those that are discarded (unfilled). If at least 4 beacons cannot be 
matched then the distance threshold is extended. From every triplet of beacons 
that can be made from this list~ one computation of vehicle position can be 
made using the LOCATE procedure as described beJo\\·: 
Let the cartesian coordinates of the three beacons be denoted by (X
1
• Yi). 
Let the unknown point ( the point. to be determined) be 
(X0 , Y0). Let the angle bet Ween beacons 1 and 2 bP by a I' and the angle 
bet\veen beacons 2 and 3 be o,, . 
... 
1. Draw two circles A & B such that (X0 ,Y0), (Xl'V,), and (X2.Y 2) lie on 
circle A and (X0 , Y 0), (X2 , Y2), and {X3 , Y3 ) lie on circle B (Fig. 2-3). 
2. Find CA, CB the centers of circles A and B ( Fig. 2·4 ). ,. The center of 
> 
' 
each circle can be found in the fallowing manner: -·~-
m2 =- y _L }l 
1 2 
, l·cot(a) 
C - X + -.. ~~~ 
X 
v'1+"'22 
/. C O t ( O'. ) • m z 
C . . , + ------.;.;........,;...;,.._ y y . 
J1+rri 0 2 
Since the above formulas 
.. 
can result in 2 different 
.... 
(2.1 J 
solutions ( the other is 
the mirror image of the cen.ter) for C the combination that is equidistant 
X y' ., 
10 
XI , YI 
0 
Figure 2-3: Placing a beacon triplet on two circles 
f ron1 the three points on the circle, is selected as the center point~ 
3. Locate the point ( Xm, ) 1 m) in the f ollo,ving manner: m. m' are defined 
as in Fig. 2.-5. 
C - C 
YB YA 
, 
m==-----ll - C 
:XB ' X A 
m -----C -· C 
YA YB 
(2.2) 
}r = ( X - X,,) · m ' + Y2 m m .. X - ------------------m , m .,- m 
4. Find (X0~ ,, 0): 
I 
• 
X == 2·X - X 0 m 2 Y == 2 · }' -. l~ 0 ·m 2 (2.3) r• 
Once (X0 , )r 0 ) has been pinpointed., fihe bearing @ can be found using any one 
11. 
Figure 2-4: 
~=m I. 
Ll=m2 
I/ 
X2.Y2 
VEHICLE 
POSITION 
Finding the center of each circle 
of the b('acons. lt should be noted that since calculation of the vehicle position 
deJ>ends on drawing t\vo circles such that the first beacon .. second beacon and 
the point to he located (X0 , \r 0) lie on one c!rcle~ and, the second beacon, third 
beacon and (X0" '\'0) lie on a second circle, this met.hod-· \\·ill fail if al] three 
beacons Jje on the same circle. However, since a large number ~.,,of triplets can 
. ,./ 
be made from a relatively small number of beacon sightings, this case, should it 
ever arise., is simply discarded. 
12. 
\. 
X3,Y3 
CxB,CrB 
L=m 
Figure 2-5~ Locating the \' ehicle Position and Or.ientation 
2.1.3 Compensating for vehicle movement 
If the vehicle is moving at all v; hile the goniometer reading is taken., we 
have the problem that the i-t 1-th beacon is spotted from a j:dtfferen.t ground 
·' 
c' 
location than the i-th beacon (Fig. 2-6). Notice tha.t this problem can be 
compensated for by slo,ving down to rest every time a goni:ometer reading is to 
be taken. The other alternative. is to store data from the ground navigator into 
a buffer to co,rtespond with beacon sightings, effectively recording the position 
from where each bear.on was spotted. · Hence~ every time .a beacon is sighted, 
the following is stored: 
1.') u 
\ 
,.--
I 
CJ 
Beacon t+I 
t +2 
Beacon t 
/ ~ 
VEHICLE 
DIRECTION 
Figure 2-6: Beacon Sightings from a 1\1oving \,? ehicle 
1 .. :\.ngle at which the reflection is detecte_d. 
2. ..i\ measu-re of distance bet ween the vehicle and the beacon 
3. Ground Navigator data corresponding to the floor position at which 
the beacon is sighted. 
--
Every time a "fix" is obtained, we would like to actually determine exactly how 
• I far off - the ground navig-a-~or is from the -true orientation and position, as 
opposed to absolute location. We assume -that the difference between the true 
location and the location as computed by the ground n-avigator ( error built up 
in the ground navigator) does not change significantly in the time required for 
the computation. This error term can be obtained· by comparing the ground 
0 
navigator location to the location calculated by t·he goniometer at the same 
14 
,_ 
.. 
..., . 
inslant. It is convenient to do this at th<> exact moment when a11 I~DE\ 
JJlILSE is issued. The JN DEX Pl) LSE is a signal sent bv tht"' (;oniornrt.p.r 
. 
evny timf' it completes 01w rotation. t:sing th<> l\'DEX PULSE. tl1f' ground 
navigator r<)cord tJu, floor 
vehir Jp at that instant. 
. . 
that corresponds to th<, Joc:at ion of th<, pos1 t 10n 
\\.hen a Hfix·· is obtained. the position and tJu· 
orientation of the vehicle computed is compared with the values stored at the 
instant of the 1\DEX PULSE to obtain the error in the ground navigator. 
The problem is thus reduced to modifying the beacon sightings so that 
they are in reference to the robot posit.ion at the arrival of the INDEX PULSE 
(Fig. 2-7). 
Xn,Yn 
l • y l 
Figure 2-7: Making compensations for vehicle movement 
15 
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1• 
' 
This modification may be' described as follows: For each beacon sighting the 
following adjustment is made: Let a beacon at (Xn" Y n) be sighted at angle tj,k 
when the' vehicle is at. (Xk,Y k). Further. let the1 vehicle position when the)ki 
Let the position at which the INDEX Pl.JLSE is issued be (Xp)').. .i,ince we 
would like an beacon angles to be relative to the vehicle position at this point. 
we need to find tJ.,k' by determining /Ju,: 
( .. \· n - - X k) · ( } , n - }' i ) - ( i· n - Xi ) · ( }' 11 - }' k ) 
/J~, = rin - J ------------------ (2.4) 
\/ l ( .. \' - X ) 2 + ( }' - y ) 2 l · I ( .\' - ..\ ... ) 2 + ( y - y. ) 2 '. 
, n k n k , n z n z · 
Notice that the correction of angle sightings is dependent on the length of 
the vectors A and B \Vhich we can only kno\v to an approximation. In the idea] 
case. a ""fix'· is obtained \\7hen the vehicle is at rest in which case the error due 
to approximating the two vectors goes. to zero. This method of compensating 
for the vehicle is used for the lack of a better method at present . 
..• -:-
16 
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2.1.4 Keeping a rough estimate through the Ground Navigator 
• 
In theory it is possible to keep track of the vehicle position by means of 
on]y a gyroscope and whee] encoders. As a matter of fact .. if the Goniorneter is· 
not able t.o match enough beacons, the vehicle has the capability of traveling 
guided solely bv 
• 
the Ground Navigator. The gy rosr.o pe can indicate the 
differential in angular positioning of the vehicle while the whee] encoders can 
' provide information of how far the wheel has moved. However, there is 
slippage in the wheels. and unless an extremely sophisticated gyroscope is used, 
significant angular errors associated with the earth's rotation build up resulting 
in a progressively degraded estimate of vehicle position. 
Thr goniometer as described above . ]S used peri od.i cally to correct 
. (calibrate) the -gyroscope by giving an accurate ''fix" of vehicle position and 
orientation. This is possible bee.a use over small time intervals the ground 
navigator provides reas·onable estimates in differentials of x-y movement. Jt 
should be noted that the ground navigator is essential; the goniometer could not. 
work without it. Since the scheme used cannot uniquely identify the beacons 
merely from the reflection data ( all the beacons are identical), it must have at 
least a rou.gh idea of where the vehicle is .located to be able to match the 
beacon sightings with the beacon map. 
The Gyroscope 
The gyro~cope used has an inherent deviation of 4 degrees per hour. · It 
provides a differential output corresponding to the angular position of the 
vehicle. Since it doesn't provide an absolute angle position, every time a 
. 
goniometer reading .is taken, the zero degree position has to be recaliber·ated. 
This can be done by keeping an offset value in the program which corresponds 
17 
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to the difference in the out.pul of thr gyrosrop<1 and the truf• angl«'. Once again. 
if \V(- assume that the gyrosc<>pe provides reliable data qver s1nall tin•t· intervals. 
_then it is possible to obtain a good estiniate of angular posit~on. providirig th< 1 
offset is recaliberated at reasonable) int«·rvals. 
Tl1e Wl1eel E11coders 
ThP \Vheel encoders a-re set up so as to provide a pulse every time' the 
front u·heel travels through a distanr.t' of 1 /3 inrh. Given a top speed of 4 
ft I sec. this .corresponds to a maximum of 50 pulses per second. 
2.1.5 Computing Ground· Positio11 Using the Ground Navigator 
Tbe ground position could be computed f rorn thr diff erentia] gyroscope and 
whee] encoder thru a sim_ple integration (Fig. 2-8): 
I 
K 
Figure 2-8: Ground Navjgator Calculation of Differential Vehicle Movement 
If the length of. a sm~l] arc traveled through (part of the path), bs, and the 
angles ¢, 1, 
, 
<P '>' ,., al the beginning and end of this 
. 
arc are given, then the 
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increments in x and y position coordinates~ bx and by can b<' obtairu,d as: 
bt- b.~ 
b r = -.. · (s i n ( o 1 ) - si n ( ¢ ') l ) ho - .by= -·(cos(:¢,.,) - cos (¢ 1)) 6¢ " 
Ho\vever. · if this ·int<'gration is carried out. through soft\vare. it \\'ou]d requirP the 
main processor to bt, iuterrupted very often. To al)eviate this load, a scparat.<1 
processor ( 8085) is ~sed for the sole task of ·performing the computations 
necessary to continuously k:eep track of vehicle position.,; Every time a pulse is 
sent by thr \\·heel encoders~ the gyroscope is polled and a ne\\· position is 
computed. ~~s can be seen frorn the above formulae., the task reduces to 3 
subtract ions. 2 multi p]ications ( bs is preset) and 4 trigonometric computations. 
I°'st <,ad- of computing sine and cosine values., the hardware uses look up tables. 
ThP block diagram of the ground navigator is sho,vn in Fig. 2-9. The 
'·8085 processor is contained in the b·Jock labeled COMP UNIT. The data inputs 
to th is block come from the \\1heel encoders, the g.yroscope and the . main 
romput er (correc~ ions of posit.ion and bearing). The outputs .are the comput~d 
( x~y) position. · 
As described in Sec. 2.1.3, it is necessary to keep track of the different 
ground 
-'achieve 
7sitions 
this, the 
at which beacons were spotted in one goniometer sweep. To 
COiv1P UNIT has one input from the signal that indicates that 
a beacon has been sighted and one input from the INDEX PlILSE issued by 
the goniometer indicating the end of on.e comp_lete rotation of the goniometer. 
When the INDEX PULSE .·is issue9, the. buffer B·UFFER is initialized. No\\! 
' 
every time a beacon is sighted., the current vehicle position in COMP lJNIT is 
' stored in the buffer. This allows for the vehicle movement to be compensated 
19 ·. 
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for in the l.10C~ ... \ TE algorithm and also pro\·id<-s a rough est in1at.e of V(:)hirJe 
posit.ion at any given f>oint. 
,..- --/ ..... '\ 
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Figure 2-9: The Ground Navigator: Functional Block diagrarn 
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' / . 
·r 
The main computer communicates with the Ground Navigator through the 
registers DEL .. ~., DEL X, DEL )" in Fig.2-9. This fulfills two needs: 
• The gyro only provides a floating output. The main computer has 
to constantly keep track of \\1hat output correspond·s to the zero 
angle. To start off with thP vehicle is in a known position and 
orientation. For example~ if the vehicle is oriented at 30 degrees and 
the 12 bit output. of the gyro is the number 200 then the zero angle 
is at 115. The rr1ain computer has to inform the the ground 
navigator of th.is offset. 
20 . 
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• Every time a "fix,. is made, the computer is able to determine the 
error that. is in the ground navigator ( at the INDEX PlJLSE). The 
errors in position and orientation have to be communicated to the 
ground navigator and are done so through tJu· registers mentioned . 
• 
.. 
\ 
,· 
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2. 2 Navig11ti11g t lie SJJ~cifi~d Patl1 
Thfl vehicle used has analog sen:o syst.ems thr<>ugh which speed and 
angular position of the\ front \\'bee) ran br sp,,cificd. TbPse servos arc supplied 
\.vith a \'olt.agc• corresponding to thcJ speed and angle required. There is _a 
further capability of specifying the length of a path segment (distance t.o be 
t ravelc·d by the front wheel at the specified angle). A.\fter the specified segment 
has been traveled, a ~"ready'' signal is returned t.o the computer which triggers 
comput.ation of the next path segment. 
• 
2.2.1 Moving Between Two points 
X2,Y2 
" .. ) 
d 
X I , Y I _ ____ _ _ _ ~ ___ _ _ 
Figure 2-10: · Moving between two points with arbitrary orientations 
The ability to make ihe vehicle travel between two point_s with arbitrary 
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s~arting and ending orientations2 is imJ>ortant for sucr.essfu] navigation. 
prohlPm of plotting a smooth path from (X 1.\' 1). to (X2.Y 2 ) (Se{) Fig. 2-10) ran 
b(' subdivided into several cases depeuding upon thr orientation angles o aud J. 
Except for the case requiring th< .. vehir)c, to n1ove-> dead ahead without turning . 
.. 
every other· case results in prescribing t \Vo arcs of specific length and. radii of 
curvature~ !\ot.e that. a straight line is an ·arr \\'ith an infinite radius. 
f2.Y2 • 
h 
X2, Y.2 
r 
d 
e 
XI ~I XI , YI 
r 
Figure 2-11: A smooth path using one arc and one straight line 
In most cases, the robot can go from ( X1, Y 1) to (X2_, Y 2) ·in. either of the 
two ,vays shown in Fig. 2-11. 
.• lf {3 < <f, < 2/3: first follow an arc an then a straight line. 
2w e assume the path is specified in such a manner that. there is at most a 90 degree difference 
between the vehicle orientation required at two consecutive points. 
23. 
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• If </, ·> 2/3: first folio\\· a straight linr ~nd then follow an arr. 
Notice that the same applies for the n·1irror images of the cases shown in Fig. 
2-11. 
For {3 < ¢ .- 2{3, r (the radius of curvature), s (arc length), and e (length 
I 
of straight line) are computed in the following manner: 
d 
r=----
tan(</,/2) 
(2.6) 
e==h-d 
For ¢ > 2 /3, the outputs r, e~ s are: 
h 
r =-
tan(</> /2) 
(2.7) 
e=d-h .s == r·<p 
The case where ¢ < (3 is special because it is not. possible to get from A to B 
without using .a 'S' shaped curve. Further, if the ditection of translation is 
opposite to· that of rotation~ the path is necessarily S shaped irrespective of the 
a·ngle </). Although -it is unlikely that the path specified to the rnobile robot 
would require such manoeuvres, it is important to consider such arid other cases 
that would require more than a simple arc ·motion for two reasons: 
• Since the robot may be at any orientation before it starts movin.g, 
and similarly may be required to be any orien.tatio:n. when it stops, 
the only way to accommodate such situ~tions would be to make a 
double turn (follow a .S shaped path). 
• Since · there is no real time feed back built in to the drive controller, 
and the fact that at ·this point, the dynamics of the steering 
mechanism has not been characterized, the actual path traced in 
response to a drive command might put the vehicle in such a 
situation that to get back "on track it is·~ necessary to take an S 
shaped path. ) 
The 3 cases requiring S shaped paths may be classified as: 
24 
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X2,Y2 
h 
s2 
/ 
sl / 
XI • Y I 
Figure 2-12: S _shaped path when <I> -~ {3 
I. 4> < /3, and translation and rotation are in the same direction ( Fig. 
~ 2-12). (Note: Eq. (2 .. 8) applies for O < <t> < /3) In this case the required arcs 
are described by: 
, ·;_ 
_._·· _ 1 f cos ( <t> l + tan (/3) ·sin(</>.) + 1 IP =COS l ' · · + /3 
2-V I + (tan (/3)) 2 (2.8) 
a 
r=--------
cos <j> - 2·COS tj;· + 1 
• 
,, 
' 2. The case where <I> > (3 and th¢ radius of curvature required is less than 
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S2 
X2,Y2 
Figure 2-13: S shaped path for <I> > /3, but radius < minimum radius 
the minimum radius th-at the vehicle can turn· around. Here too the rotation 
and translation are in the same direction (Fig. 2-13). For /J < ¢ < 2/3 use Eq. 
{2. ·8 ) . For </> > 2 {3 use Eq . ( 2. 9) . 
sin ( <t>) -t- tan ( /3) ·cos ( ¢) -+ 1 
1/' = cos - J - {3 
2 · \,/ 1 + ( tan ( /3)J 2 
. ( 2. 9) 
( ~ 
a 
r == ----,.-----
2 ·cos ti~'- sin¢-1 
S'l == r·(~, + lp) 
.. . 
3. Translation of vehicle position- is to the right bu.t rotation of vehicle 
26. 
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x2,y2 
.. 
. xi ,YI 
Figure 2-14: S shaped path when translation and rotation are opposite. 
orientation is to the left or translation is to the left but rotation is to the right 
(Fig. 2-14). The arc description in this case turns out to .be: 
27 
t 
tan ( B) ·sin ( <t>) -- ros ( d>) - J 
f/' =- cos - ] 
- /3 
2 · ,I 1 + ( tan ( B)) 2 ( 2. lO) 
a 
r = 
~ ·COS t-'• - COS"(/) -+ ] 
s ,, =- r • ( v· -+· <i>) . 
.. 
:\ote t bat each of the above classifications also apply t.o th<1 ir rnirror . 1n1ages. 
Also note that it even though it. is p.ossible to al\\'a vs u~~e t\\'O arcs to tra\'el 
. 
. 
bet\V<1en any pair of points, this method is used only ,vhen the path cannot be 
along a simple arc. 
L ftxed 
. ' 
'·· --J"-
Figure 2~15: Galculating the Steering Angle 
Because the steering controller requires a steering ang·~e b, an additional 
calculation is necessary as shown in Fig. 2-15. Note that the point marked C 
is where the goniometer is mounted. It is this point that represents the vehicle 
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,,.when it is merely shown as a point. f"rom f~ig. 2-15 one gets 
.. . _ 1 L fixed b =--:- tan 
RN 
(2.11) 
The steering controller accepts a voltage from O to 10 volts for the range of -90 
degrees to +90 degrees. ln our irnp]ementation, an 8 bit register is used to 
store the steering angle computed. Thus the number O stands for a -90 degree 
(right) turn and the number 255 stands for 90 degree (le'ft) turn and hence the 
re_gister is filled with: 
128 + b 
128 -- b 
2.2.2 Plannipg Path Segments 
~ 
{if left turn} 
{if right turn} 
(2.12) 
Planning a path for a robot given only starting and ending orientation is 
dealt with in the next chapter. Presuming that such a path ( a set of points 
joined by st_raight line segments) has already been found~ the following is a 
description of a procedure that ( using the methods developed in the previous 
sections) is responsible for making the robot follow this path. Fig. 2-16 shows a· 
simple 4 point path with starting and ending orientations. If only the primary 
(specified) points are used with the equations given earlier, the path of the 
vehicle \vill include those -points but will not track the straight line segments 
,,. 
between them very closely. To trace the path with smalJ error and tightest 
·possible turns, more points are added to the path and some of the corner points 
are discarded. This list of secondary points which is actually used to plan the 
path is generated as follows: For long straight path segments, points are added 
:, () 
so that the longest segment is twice the nominal radius (RN}. The nomina] 
radius is the radius of curvature used by the· vehicle while going_ around a 
29 
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Figure 2-16: lnitia] Path Specified with Starting and Ending Orientations 
corner and is function of load and speed of the vehicle. For a path that 
requiref; the vehicle to negotiate a corner at (Xi' Yi), points are added at a 
distance of /1 on either side of the corner and the corner point. is discarded. /1 
is determined as 
, 
.. 
~ 
::-;:,,. _. :-::-- -:._~B~--~@ 
~ 
A J<., 
\ {Do. .: 
'~ 
© '// 
-------., ~lo 
( ~i. .. , ~ :1~- ,) 
Figure 2-17: Adding .A.dditional Points 
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--A =- ( A . . -- A. . 1 • l ·.· - r 1 ) I 1- t 1-
ll = ( A. -+ 1· - 1· .. } .. I J - 1· .l 
t. t ·z~ t . 
. l(A -~ B)i 
<1> = sin - 1----
a 
.A' .B j · I • ! . : 
• I , 
' 
/0 is the distance bet\\,een each sPcondarJ poin.t and the prPvious corner .. 
(2.13) 
Th·is 
process is shown in F'ig. 2-17. If /0 ,- / 1 > ;A; th~n the corner point is retained 
and no extra J>oints added. 
Figure 2-18: Secondary .Points of the Path of Fig. 2-16 
Fig. 2-18 sho\\'s the path of Fig. 2-16 superimposed with secondary points. 
Each of these points has a vector associated ,vith it that stands for the 
direction of the vehicle at that point. The ideal path between any two 
consecutive points is predicted using the formulae presented in the previous 
section to de:.termine the turning angles and path segment lengths. Fig. 2-19 
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Figure 2-19: Ideal Vehicle Path for Points of Fig. 2-16 
sho\\'S the idea] path taken for the points specified in Fig. 2-16. 
2.2.3 Path Control Strategy 
Normally-: one \vould use real time control (perhaps through a dedicated 
processor) to keep the vehicle on a specified path. For the purposes of this 
experimental vehicle we have incorporated a pseudo-controJ method to 
compensate for factors such as vehicle dynamics (whee] slippage, sluggish 
steering response~ etc.) \\·hich have not been quantitatively characterized and 
which force the vehicle a\vay from the ideal .path. To deal with such a 
, 
problem, steering angle and path. segment length are d-ynq,micall_y calculated at 
the end of each path segment so as to try to bring the vehicle back on track. 
Fig. 2-20 shows this pro(:ess. The path from Ato C is first computed as two 
arcs o~ lengths s1 and ·s2 passing through an intermediate point B. A short 
\vhile before .the vehicle has traversed the distance s1 ( bs before), the steering 
',· 
controller issues a_ pulse. At this time a position reading is taken from the 
·' 
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Figure 2-20: CornpPnsating for Deviations frorn the Ideal Path 
(~round ~avigator. ln Fig. 2-20. s1 ' is the arc on which the vehicle actually 
travels~ ending up at. point B" instead of B. No\v~ 2 new arcs s1 '' and s2 '' are 
computed using points B~ and D. ~ote that each case the second arc is never 
used (because at the end of each first arc, two new arcs are computed) exce.pt 
in the case that the first arc is very small. Then the arc used is h·alf the 
length of the second arc at the end of which two ne\\' arcs are computed. 
33. 
2.2.4 Tieing it All Together 
Fig. 2-21 shows how the entire system is interfaced together. The part. 
inside the dotted lines is implemented as software that is intended to run on 
the on board computer (Intel 86 /05). This computer is based upon the 8086 
processor and will operat.<· in conjunction with. a 8087 math coprocessor. The 
other blocks represent hardware components. 
are: 
The only inputs that need t,o be supplied to the configuration as shown 
• Path Points: This is a set of points that the vehicle must go 
through. Only those points at which a turn is necessary need to be 
supplied. These points may either be ex·plicit]y specified or may be 
obtained from a pro~ram based upon the automatic path planning 
procedures described in the next chapter (in which case only starting 
and ending points and orientations need be specified). 
• Nominal Radius: This is the default radius of curvature that the 
vehicle wil1 use while going around a corner. This radius will depend 
on the load of the vehicle and the speed required. 
• Nominal Speed: 
For sharp corners 
to be .thanged. 
The def a ult speed that the vehicle will travel at. 
and/o·r h·eavy loads~ the vehicle speed might have 
The ,block marked PATH REFITTING is described in Sec. 2.2.2. This 
block generates· a set of vectors corresponding to vehicle position and orientation 
at each of the points on the (secondary) path. The following block marked 
PATH CONTROL (Sec. 2~2.3) is responsible for sequencing pairs of vectors and 
supplying them to the next block marked DRIVER. The actual lengths of arcs 
and steering angle requ'ired is determine.d here (Sec. 2.2.1) and sent to the 
hardware drive control]er w·hich is responsible for the physical execution of 
driving the vehicle over .a path specified by these parameters. Beacon angles 
have to be modified to compensate for vehicle movement as described in Sec. 
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2.1.3 before the LOCATE a]gorithm can be used to obtain a "fix'" '(Sec. 2.1.1). 
The main computer then eva]uates the error that has built up in the (;round 
~ 
Navigator (Sec. 2.1.5) a~d relays the) error back t.o it. This periodic correction 
keeps the navigation system on course . 
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3.1 Backgro11nd 
I 
Chapter 3 
Path Planning 
The previous chapter h.as dealt. with algorithms to make a robot traverse a 
given path. The problem of actually generating paths that are both computable 
and optimal, turns out to be a non-trivial problem. Considerable attention has 
been .focused on plotting paths between arbitrary source and destination points 
and a variety of different algorithms are now available to solve this problem 
[ ·2 , 3 , 6, 7 ~ 8 J . Most of these algorithms however. yield either non~optimal 
solutions or are computationally· expensive. A ne\.v path finding strategy that is 
computationally efficient and yields near-optimal results is present,ed here. It. 
isolates and uses con vex .areas to find paths around obstacles. 
The simplest approach to the find path problem for a rnobi]e .robol to 
traverse between workstations in a factory is to fqrm a connectivity graph 
where each of the nodes re.presents a workstation and each link has associated 
with it a predetermi-ned path of corresponding length. Then· finding a pctth 
bet-\\·een workstations can either be done by searching the connectivity graph for 
the shortest path, or, looking up in a table of precomputed best paths -from alJ 
possible source points to al1 possible destination points. However. this method 
, 
is severely limited- there is no scope to start or to· end at a point not included 
in the list of workstations. Also, modifying this list is time intensive as we]] as 
futi]e for the case where there may be. arbitrary starting and ending points. 
This method has been used with some amount of success in the past .in 
environments ·· where the robots are only required to take a few paths many 
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times, with thr probabi)ity of the paths changing being very low. 
There has been significant. research dont) to tackle this problem on a more 
genera] level and can be summarized by t.wo approaches. I gnat 'yev f 6], and 
later. IJozano-J)erez l9J used a technique called V-Graph which uses a graph of 
/ vertices between \\'hich travel is possible in a straight line. This is essentiaJly a 
( 
table of wh.ich nodes (vertices) are ~~visible,~ (can be traveled to in a straight 
line) from each node. This method. though similar to the one used by humans, 
when automated, has several drawbacks. Everv time the source and destination 
. 
points are specified, the graph has to be augmented with ne\\~ nodes and ne\v 
links. Thus, not only does the resultant graph have a large number of links 
but the establishment of these links is highly complex. 
The other approach used more recent1y has been to partition the free 
space into i:onvex polygons. The rnotivation for isolating convex shapes -is the 
following: Any t\\'O points in a convex shape can be joined with a straight line 
without leaving the shape. If convex shapes can be fo·und such that they 
represent areas free of obstacles~ then a robot can travel between two points in 
that area without colli-ding into obstac]es. Crowley and Chatila, suggest 
breaking up the free area (for traversal) into non-overlapping convex 
shapes [10, 11]. Development of the path depends on · traversing the 
connectivity graph that is produced by representin-g free convex polygons as 
nodes. Nodes corresponding 'to polygons with common edges are joined ~y arcs. 
The problem with a strategy that breaks up space into non-overlapping areas is 
that it fails to take full advantage of convexity and consequently misses some 
-
straight line paths that may belong to a convex area that the procedure is not 
·- ,., 
aware of. This is a natural ·consequen<;:e of the fact that the need for non-
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overlapping areas does overlook a considerable number of convex areas in the 
layout. Further, if the paths are not dynamically refitted to be optimal, paths 
that would be "naturally" straight, turn out to be quite contrived. This effect 
is particularly pronounced if there are relatively large free areas to con.tend 
with. However. there is a one-to-one correspondence between the source and 
. . 
-destination points in free space and the graph nodes, and thus the method is 
successful in getting aroun,d the high computational expense at the cost of 
optimality. 
Brooks !7] has proposed a rriethod tQat hopefully combines the advantages 
of both the earlier procedures. Instead of determining thP corners of objects 
that are visible, his ,method Oisolates free areas in the form of generalized cones. 
He also considers a finite sized rectangular robot. Most earlier methods shrunk 
the robot to a point and extended the size of th.e obstacles to be avoided. 
Brook's robot always traverses along. the axes of free cones. and generously 
ayoids the obstacles. The optimality is however lost because although the cones 
overlap, one does not make_·: full use of convexity. Kuan, et al l I 2l further 
L 
improved Brooks' method by using a mixed representation of free s-pace. Their 
strategy used cones· to represent narrow spaces, and non-overlapping convex 
polygons for larger free areas. · Though their method works wel] for -high]y 
cluttered environments, the drawbacks associated · with non-o·verlapping areas, 
still remain. Further, this modification does not reduce the graph complexity 
nor does it explo"it any orderly orientation of the obstacles. 
The path planning procedure outlined here •derives further benefit from the 
-
concept of convexity by identifying all the largest rectangular .free areas. In 
~\'t 
order to achieve near-optimality, without sacrificing computational efficiency, we 
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create a graph with nodes corresponding to each such convex area. Intersecting 
convex shapes are represented as adjacent nodes. Path planning is then reduced 
to finding a route from a source node to a destination node through the graph 
and choosing the best possible path based on a given cost function. In this 
work the cost function used is the le,ngth of the path. i.e we always choose the 
shortest possible path. In order to improve the computational complexity 
1 
and 
to provide a reasonable data base, we choose the obstacles as well as free areas 
to be rectangular in shape. The obstacles are grown in size and equivalently 
the robot is shrunk to a point to simplify path planning without collisions as 
in /9:. We use a back-tracking algorithm to avoid repetitive cost evaluation. 
Further, a dynamiC cost allocation method allows for a rapid establlshment of 
th·e optimal path. 
An advantage of ·our method is that it allows the extraction of a near 
straight line path if one exists. The number of nodes and links in the graph 
are O(n) in most cases (where n is the number of rectangular obstacles). The 
graph complexity is reduced i(. there is an orderly orientation of obstacles. 
Further, the database and the· graph generated are independent of particular 
source 
and destination points and ·can therefore be precomputed for . a given 
robot environment. 
\ 
' 
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3. 2 Isolatio11 of Pri111e Co11vcx Areas 
For simplicity, this work assumes that the areas that the robot. cannot 
cross arc rectangular \vitb edges para]]el to tluJ coordinate axc1s. If either th<) 
workspace or the obstacles have· JJonrectangular <>dgPs. then f(>ft.anguhtr <1dges are 
added. Edges have to be added in any case around all the objects to prevent 
the robot. f ron1 getting too close to obstacles. This procedure~ similar t.o that 
used in [ 8J is explained further in Sec. 3.5. Further. for computational 
simplicity we restrict our attention only to rectangular free areas (there are an 
infinite number of nonrectangular free areas). Given a map of the boundaries 
and the obstacles., the environn1cnt is partitioned by the edges of these shapes 
into a grid of at most 2 ri-+-1 x 2 n-f 1 rectangles where n, is the nurnber of such 
inadmissible areas3• 
( C ) ( d ) ( e ) 
( h ) ( t ) ( j ) 
( k ) ( L ) C rn ) ( n) ( 0 ) 
( p ) ( q ) ( r ) 
/ 
[x) ( y ) 
Figure 3-1: Partitioning the Environment 
"? 
"'This holds if none of the objects line up or overlap. SP.c 3.5 describes other scenarios. 
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This makes the most sense if one notes that the convex areas we are after are 
bounded only- by the edges of the obstacles. Each such rectangle can ·be 
represented by a pair of binary strings each at most 2n+ 1 bit long. The left. 
sub . ;.string represents the relative x position and the right the y J>osition. 
example in the layout of Fig. 3-l ~ generated by the obstacles in cells g and 
For 
s a 
' 
partition that is second from the left and third frorn the top ( cell /), cou]d be 
represented by the string 
0 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 
A similar notation can be used for areas made up of ·Severa] of the rectangles. 
A. stri:pg 
1 .l O O 0 0 0 1 1 0 
for example~ represents a. convex area made up of 5 cells ( k,l,p,q): 
1 0 0 0 0 
0 1 0 0 0 
1 0 0 0 0 
0 1 0 0 0 
0 0 1 0 o, 
0 0 1 0 o, 
0 0 0 1 0 and 
0 0 0 1 0. 
A prime convex area is a free area which is not part of any other free area. 
Prime convex areas for a given layout are generated by fusing together the 
rectangular cells from the grid describ~d -above. Obviously, none of the cells 
marked as "inad~issible" by a robot c·an be used in such a combination. 
Since we consider only rectangular convex _shapes, we can use a procedure 
to "fuse"· the individual partitions into prime convex shapes that is, in some 
sense, similar to the Quine-McCluskey technique r 13] used to identify all .the 
pr.ime implicants of a logical expression. 
follows: 
__ .,, :, 
Step 1 
This procedure may be described as 
.j . 
Represent each horizontal strip ( made up of horizontally aligned cells) by 
means of a pair of 2n+] length binary strings. Note that the right Bub-string 
42 
Ill wilJ have only one bit set corresponding to the vertical position of the strip. The left sub-string has those bits set which correspond to the free rectangles in 
the strip. For example. the fourth horizontal strip of Fig. 3-1 has the 
representation 
1 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 I 0 
Step 2 
Find all the contiguous horizontal strips. This is done by breaking up the left sub-string into contiguous runs .of 1 ·s and repeating the right sub-string in 
each part. For example, the strip of ste_p 1 can be broken into two horizontal 
strips which represent contiguous free cells: 
1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 l O and 
0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 
Step 3 
Make a list of all strings generated by step 2 such that. 
1. Strings are grouped by identical right sub-strings. 
2. Group.s are ordered by the position of ls in the right substrings. 
Step 4 
Generate a new list of strings from the old list of strings based upon the fallowing rules: 
1 .. The new i~th group of strings is generated b·y combining each string from the old i-th group with each string from ~the old i+l-th gro~p. i == 1 ,2, •.. 
2. Two strings are combined by (logically) __ OR-ing the right ,~uh-strings and (logically) AND-ing the left sub-strings~ If the new string has a null .( all zero) left sub-string, discard that string. Otherwise, add it to the new list. 
. 
3. Every time .a string is added 'to the new list, check off all the strings from the old lists that are covered by the new addition. A string S1 
;!'ti--
t 
is said to be covered by a string S2 if logical OR-ing of the two 
strings yields s2. 
. Step 5 
Repeat step 4· if the new list generated has two or more groups. 
Step 6 
A string from any list that is n·ot. checked off represents a prime convex 
area for the layout. 
It is easy to prove that the algorithm described above does indeed provide 
all the rectangular prime convex areas. When applied to the layout of Fig. 
3-1 ~ the lists of strings generated and the prime convex areas obtained are 
shown in Table 3-1. 
' , 
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List 1 List 3 
1 1 1 1 1 1 .Q O O 0 (A) 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 l 0 0 
0 0 1 1 l 1 1 1 o ·o (D) 
1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 
0 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 1 o· o o o 0 1 1 1 0 
0 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 
1 1 1 1 1 0 0. 1 0 0 (B) 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 
1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 o o· 1 1 1 (E) 
0 0 0 0 1 o ·o o 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 
1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 (C) 
List 2 List 4 
1 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 
0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 
0 0 0 .0 1 1 1 l 1 0 
1 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 
0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 o. 1 l 1 1 o ·o 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 
1 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 
0 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 0 
1 1· 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 List 5 
0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 
1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 F 
0 0 1 0 0 1 l 1 .. ,1 1 G 
o. o· o o 1 1 l 1 1 1 H 
Table 3-1: Obtaining al1 thr prime convex areas shown in Fig. 3-2 
for the layout of Fig. 3-1. 
Note:Prime convex areas remain unchecked and are labeled as (A} through (H). 
·. 
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(A) ( F) 
/ 
1· I I I I I 0000 I 0000 I I I I I 
( B) ( G) 
I- I I I I O O I O 0 00 I 00 I I I I I 
( C-) ( H) 
1 1 t 1 1 · ·oooo , 00001 1 1 I 1 I 
( E) ( D) 
I I I 00 00 I I I 00 I I I · I I I 00 
Figure 3-2: Convex areas in an environment. containing 2 obstacles 
• I 
. f 
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3.3 Set.ting Up t}1e Graph 
The next. step in path planning is the ·representation of information about 
the prime areas (generated in Sec. 3.2) in a convenient data structure. Jn order 
to facilitate the application of techniques such as orderly graph traversal and 
back-tracking., a graph is set up with 'prime convex areas as n<>des. Two nodes 
are joined by an arc if the areas they represent, intersect. An arc has 
associated with it information about .the ·area of intersection of the prime areas 
representing its ends. Fig. 3-3 shows such a graph o·btained frorn the layout of 
Fig. 3-1. 
If optimality is not a criterion, traversing the graph is straight forward. 
The prime convex areas in which the source and destination points are located 
may be determined, and the graph may be traversed from the source node to 
the destination nc>de using one of a variety of techniques available (14, 15). 
The consideration of optimaJity, however, brings about two complications: 
• Both the source and destination points may fall inside several 
different nodes (since we have intersecting prime convex areas). 
Thus all possible paths originating from vafid start.ing nodes and 
terminating on valid ending nodes have ·to be considered. 
• Arcs cannot have fixed weights attached to them because any t\\'O 
points in one convex area are not necessarily equidistant to a point 
in another convex area. This means that the cost of traveling from 
one node to andtOO, 1s dependent on where the points are actually 
't>,-; 
located in the convex areas and has. to be computed every time a 
path segment is chosen. 
The n~xt section describes a. strategy to overcome these difficulties and to 
; \>r;, 
choose an optima] path. However, it should be noted that .the computation up 
to this point (i.e isolation of prime convex areas and setup of graph} needs to 
be done only once for a given robot environment. 
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Figure 3-3: Graph of int.ersecting prime convex areas for the layout 
Table 
of Fig. 3-1 
arc between nodes area of intersection 
a 
b 
C 
d 
e 
. f· 
~-
• 
1 ~ 
• 
t! 
1 
m 
n 
0 
p 
q 
r 
3-2: 
A - F 
A - G 
A - H 
B F 
B G 
B - H 
A - D 
B - D. 
G D \ 
H D \1 
B - E 
C - E 
F E 
G - E 
D E 
C F 
C - G 
C - H 
Representation 
I O O O 0 
0 0 1 0 0 
0 0 0 0 1 
1 0 0 0 0 
0 0 .1 0 0 
0 0 0. 0 1 
.o O 1 1 1 
0 0 1 .l 1 
0 0 1 0 0 
0 0 0 0 1 
1 1 1 0 0 
1 1 1 0 0 
1 0 0 0 0 
0 0 1 0 0 
0 0 1 0 0 
1 0 0 0 0 
-00100 
0 0 0 0 I 
10000·· 
1 0 0 0 0 
1 0 0 0 0-
0 0 1 0 0 
0 0 1 0 0 
0 0 1 0 0 
1 0 0 0 0 
0 0 1 0 0 
p O 1 1 1 
0 0 1 1 1 
0 0 1 0 0 
0 0 0 0 1 
0 0 1 1 1 
0 0 1 1 1 
0 0 1 0 0 
0 0 0 0 1 
0 0 0 0 1 
0 0 O·O 1 
of the areas of intersection associc1ted with 
each arc in Fig:. 3-3 
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3.4 Dynamic Path Planning 
The basic strategy of path planning involves traversing the graph 
generated in Sec. 3.3 frorn thr nodP containing the source point to the node 
containing the destination point.. Moving f rorr! a node to the next involves 
picking a ·point in the intersection of the t,\vO areas. However, as explained 
earlier~ the. choice of such a point affects the cost function associated with the 
travel and therefore merits further consideration. 
Since the graph arcs cannot have fixed weights attached to them,. the cost 
function must dynamically allocate costs to pa.th segments as the path develops. 
Fig. 3-4 i1lustrates the graph traversal from node Xi to Xi+l ~nd then to either 
node Xi+z or toX'i 42 . Let a, b and b' denote areas of intersection of X. and 
J 
midpoints of the two intersections. Let us assume that the current path has 
progressed til1 a point Ci in node Xi. For the sake of choosing the next 
segment of the shortest path, one should look . ahead- to nodes to be visited in. 
the future. In the procedure presented here, we look ahead only one nod·e4 • 
/ The path segments are then computed as follows. 
... 
Assuming that the graph traversal is Xi -'-,-t Xj+ 1 -+ Xi-t 2 , join points Ci 
and mid(b) by a straight line. lf the line intersects area a, ,,,then the next path 
point chosen is the point where the line first meets a. On the other hand, if 
.. the line does no( intersect a, then the next point chosen on the path is the 
corner of a that is closest to the line. This second case is illustrated by the 
graph traversal Xi~ Xi+J -t X 'i+ 2• The point chosen is labeled· Ci+l and the 
·"'-.,,<). 4Looking ahead further than one node is computationally expensive and provides only marginal benefits Also, the ipore cluttered the environment gets, the less beneficial it is to look ahead by more than one node. 
. ' 
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Development of a path segment ·based upon relative. 
position of a future node 
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path segment Ci-, Ci+ 1 is added to the current path. For the purposes of this 
thesis., the cost allocated to this segment is mere]y proportiona) to its Jength. 
Since the new point Ci+l is now in Xi+J. a similar procedure could be used to 
continue path planning till the destination node is reached. 
It can be seen that the cost allocation to the developing path lags behind 
··the graph traversal by one step. Consequently, cost assignments cannot begin 
until the graph node path progresses at least to the third node. Similarly. 
. . ' 
\Vhen X
1.-+ 1 is the final destination node (and therefore there is no X.+') node}., 
) ! .. 
the final destination point itself is used in place of m.id(b) in the a-hove 
description to compute the last two path segments. The graph traversal 
technique used maintains two concurrent paths, one going through the graph 
nodes, Xi. and the other going through path points, Ci. Note that the list of 
f Ci lags behind . the list of X1 for the reason described above. Assuming X. is ). 
the current node, Ci-l is th'e current point on the path and., S and D denote 
the sets of starting and ending nodes, respectively, the procedure reads as 
follows: 
findnewnode [Xi+ 1] 
Choose Xi+i such that 
an arc exists between xi and xi+l 
and Xi+l is not on current node path 
and xi+l is no~. ins 
and the arc between xi and xi+l i~ not marked {the arc has 
not already been consid~red and rejected} 
m~veforward [to Xi+lJ 
Add Xi+l to current node path 
Determine Ci {as explained earlier} 
_Add Ci to current point path 
Add cost of segment Ci- l ---4 Ci to current cost i := i + 1 
backtrack[from Xi+l to Xi] 
Unmark all arcs originating from Xi+l 
51 
Mark arc from Xi to Xi+l 
Reduce the current cost by the cost of Ci~l -- Ci 
Remove Xi+l from current node path 
Remove Ci from current point path 
. . 1 1 := 1 -
path planning {main program} 
determine S, D; bestcost : = oc , currentcost : = 0 
if S 11 D t ni·l then 
compute straight line path 
else 
for every x0 E S do 
i := O; backtrackflag := false 
findnewnode[Xi+lJ 
while (newnode exists) or (i > 0) do 
if backtrackflag = true then 
backtrack[from Xf+l to Xi] 
findnewnode[Xi+lJ 
endif 
if. newnode exists then ,. 
moveforwara 
if currentcost > bestcost then 
backtrackflag := true 
else 
if Xi+l ( D then 
copy best path· 
backtrackflag := true 
else 
findnewnode[Xi+lJ 
endif · 
endif 
endif 
endwhile 
Results obtained by application of this ·procedure to some typical layouts are 
presented in th·e next chapter. 
3.5 Other Considerations 
The obstacles· in the layout must be grown by at least half the longest 
side of the vehicle· so that the vehicle doesn't collide into objects as it passes 
them. Fig. 3-5 shows the extension of non rectangular boundaries an~ 
obstacles. Depending 011 obliqueness of the edges, smaller or larger .rectangles 
may be· ·used to extend the obstacles. Fig. 3-6 shows the grid of cells created 
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EXTENSION 0~ BOUNDARIES 
Figure 3-5: 
EXTENSION OF/ OBSTACLES 
BOUNDARY OF ROOM 
7 
/ 
Growing ObstacJes and Boundaries 
by the layout of Fig. 3-5. Note that those cells that are "inadmissible'' are 
crossed out. 
Also note that "optimaJity '' of paths is based upon the assumption that 
the robot is circular in shape. If the vehicle is non-:rectangular, and the 
obstacles are so close that the widest part of the vehicle will not be able to get 
bet,veen them (but the narro'\\'est part will), then the method described here will 
not find optimal paths. The vehicle described in Chapter 2, "Cyclopian '' is a 
three whee.led rectangular vehicle and thus this problem will carry over to it 
also. It is assumed for the purposes of this work that the obstacles will be far I 
enough apart that this will not be a c~nsideration. 
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Figure 3-6: Grid created by partitioning layout of Fig. 3-.5 
If there is an overlap or alignment of the obstac]es, the number of distin·ct 
edges is reduced. Since the number of nodes generated in the graph is closely 
related to the num.ber of distinct edges~ alignment or overlapping reduces the 
computationa] complexity of the algorithm presented here. Chap. 4 discusses 
the effect of generally orderly layouts on the compu.tation time required in 
greater detail. 
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Chapter 4 
Simulations and Other Results 
This chapter presents a. synopsis of the sirnulations done for ho.th the 
navigation and path planning algorithms. The first section simulates the ideal 
path a vehicle would take given a (primary) path while the second section 
shows the automatic selectio·n of a path g"iv:en only beginning and ending points. 
4.1 Simulating the Drive routine 
Fig. 4-1 shows a set of points (marked by +) that may be initiall_y 
supplied to the vehicle to traverse through. It. also shows the secondary points 
(marked with a•). that are computed through the method of Sec. 2.2.2 and 
superimposed on the primary path. Fig. 4-2 shows the path taken by the 
vehicle as it follows secondary points using the technique developed in Sec. 2.2.1 
The simulation performed here ignores. factors such as wheel slippage, sluggish 
steering response, i friction, and centrifugal forces on the vehicle. In a realistic 
· situation_. the vehicle will deviate from the ideal path. However~ the strategy 
described in Sec. 2.2.3· will automatically correct for these errors by dynamically 
adjusting subsequent arcs of the path. Fig. 4-3 sh-ows the results of a 
simulation where the vehicle does not follo~' the ideal path because of a time 
( 
•j. ~- ,, 
~-· 
delay in the steering response. Notice that straight line paths are fine while 
C 
curved paths deviate from the ideal patli. Fig. 4-4 shows another set of points 
that may be initially su.pplied to the vehicle to traverse through. Fi_g. 4-5 
shows the ideal path taken by the vehicle as it follows the secondary points. 
From th.ese results it is clear that the algorithms developed in Chap. 2· are 
sufficient to produce a · smooth path passing through specified points. The 
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strategy of compensating for vehicle dynamics at discrete points on the path is 
successful in keeping the vehicle from straying too far away from tht ideal path . 
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4.2 Simulating the Path Pl11nr1ing 
I' 
The algorithm described • 1n Chap. 3 was applied to several Jay outs 
containing 3 obstacles and onP layout containing 4 obstacles. As it has bc~en 
mentioned before.. the compi.1tational complexity of finding paths • In an 
environment is proportional t.o the number of distinct edges . 1n that 
environment. Correspondingly the best case (that is not trivial) is one where 
the edges line up exactly (Fig. 4-6~ Fig. 4-10). Fig: 4-8 shows the worst case 5 
·possible for 3 obstacles. lt can be. seen that when this situation is altered even 
slightly (Fig. 4-9)~ the complexity associated with the environment. decreases 
significantly. 
For each layout the number of nodes and arcs in the graph generated are 
presented. 5 sample paths were computed for each layout. Further., a table 
showing the number of starting and ending nodes. the deviation from the 
optimal path ·and the required computation time6 is a]so presented. 
, . 
'1,. 
5 '. 
"worst" and ''b.es-t" -refer to the computational complexity for a given environment. Greater 
complexity results in a larger ·amount of time to find a successful path. 
6These times should.· on.ly · be used for between paths because the numbers shown correspond to 
elap,sed 'LreaI"· time. on a mainfraµie computer !DEC 2065) and not CPU time required. 
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Table 4-1: Comparison of paths in th<· ·'best case'·: 3 obstacles Grid Size: 3 x 7 
Number of arcs in the graph generated: 8 Number of nodes (convex shapes) isolated: 6 
_Time taken for setting up the graph: 0.091 secs 
path 
1-e 
b-h 
a-g 
• c-1. 
1-f 
# of source 
nodes 
2 
2 
2 
1 
2 
A 
B 
C 
D 
E 
#of dest. 
nodes 
2 
2 
2 
2 
L 
% deviation 
from opt. 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
K 
computation 
time (secs) 
0.003 
0.066 
0.070 
0.065 
0.071 
J 
I 
H 
F G 
Figure 4-6: Sample paths for "best" case orientation of 3 obstacles 
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Table 4-2: (~omparison of paths in the ~~a\'eragc,'· cas,·: 3 obstaC'Jt•s 
( --. Grid Size: 6 x 7 
/ Number of arcs in the graph generated: 18 
Number of nodes (cohvex shapes) isolated: 9 
Time taken for setting up the graph: 0.499 secs 
path 
1-e 
·b-h 
a-g 
• 
c-1 
1-f 
A 
B 
C 
D 
# of source 
nodes 
2 
1 
2 
2 
2 
L 
E 
#of dest. 
nodes 
3 
1 
3 
1 
3 
% deviation 
from opt. 
0.0 
0.7 
0.0 
0.05 
0.8 
K 
F 
computation 
time (secs) 
0.003 
2 .190 
0.508 
1.578 
·a.sos 
J 
I 
H 
. G 
Figure 4-7: i Sample paths for '"average'" case orientation of 3 obstacles 
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Table 4-3: Cornparison of paths in th<· '"·worst., rasc: 3. obstacles 
Grid Size: 7 x 7 
Number of arcs in the graph generated: 44 
Number of nodes (convex shapes) isolated: 13 
Time taken for setting up the graph: 0.765 secs 
path 
1-e 
b-h 
a-g 
• 
c-1 
1-f 
A 
B 
C 
" 
D 
# of source 
nodes 
2 
4 
r 
2 
2 
2 
L 
E 
#of dest. 
nodes 
3 
3 
3 
2 
3 
-
.. 
% deviation 
from opt. 
0.0 
0.0 
0.03 
0.0 
0.0 
K 
F 
computation 
time (secs) 
0.003 
23.684 
851.266 
320.903 
738 .136 
J 
I 
H 
G 
• Figure 4-·s: Sample paths for ""worst" case orientation of 3 obstacles 
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Table 4-4: Compari~on of paths in a Hnear worst.·,case: 3 obstacles 
Grid Size: 7 x 7 
Number of arcs in the graph generated: 37 
Number of nodes (convex shapes) isolated: 12 
Time taken for setting up the graph: 0.645 secs 
path 
1-e 
b-h 
a-·g 
. 
c-1 
1-f 
# of source 
nodes 
2 
4 
2 
2 
2 
#of dest. 
nodes 
3 
3 
2 
3 
% deviation 
from opt. 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
computation 
time (secs) 
0.003 
5.579 
129.470 
77. 619 
128.113 
The resu]ts of this simu]ation shows that in alJ scenarios, the time 
required to set up the graph is very small. Since the algorithm u.sed ( described. 
in Sec. 3.2) first isolates horizonta] strips, uses these to generat,e s groups and 
goes through s--1 iterations, its complexity is 0( ks2). The term .k represents the 
contribution to th.e cornplexit.y of the nun1ber of elements in the group and 
therefore depends upon the nurriber of vertical ed·ges. . This heavy dependence of 
the time taken to set up the graph on the number of horizontal strips: may be 
il1ustrated. by simulating an environment identica] to one in Fig. 4-18 but 
rotated through 90 degrees. Now the number of horizontal strips goes down 
from 9 to 3 an consequently the setup time drops from 1.436 secs to 0.321 secs. 
These results also show that in most cases the paths obtained are optimal. 
Deviations · from optimality (less than 0.8%), observed in 4 out of 25 sample 
paths are a result of the inadequacy of only one node look ahead .. 
It is .. noticed that the algorithm· as presented in Chap. 3 is not adequate 
. 
enough to hand]€ s·~t.uations where there is a large number of nodes and arcs in 
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B 
H 
C 
D E F G 
Figure 4-9: Sample paths for ""near worst'~ orientation of 3 obstacles 
the graph, in a reas·onab]e amount of time. This is beca·use the algorithm as it. 
stan·ds, nccessit.ates repeated searches of large parts of the graph. The reasons 
for this and a proposed cur(' are suggested in the next chapter. \ 
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Table 4-5: 
Comparison of paths in the "best'' tase: 4 obst.arle.'i 
Grid Size: 3 x 9 
Number of arcs in the graph generated: 10 
Number of nodes (convex shapes) isolated: 7 
Time taken for setting up the graph: 1.436 
path 
1--e 
b~h 
a-g 
• C-I 
1-f 
B 
C 
D 
A 
# of source 
nodes 
2 
1 
2 
1 
2 
L 
E 
#of d·est. 
nodes 
2 
1 
2 
2 
2 
% deviation 
from opt. 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
K 
computation 
time (secs) 
0.003 
0.253 
0 .. 199' 
0 .. 193 
0.189 
J 
J 
I 
H 
G 
Figure 4-10: . . Sample pqths for "best?) case orientation of 4 obstacles 
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Chapter 5 
Conclusions 
... 
., The navigation schem<1 described in Chap. 2 has been simulated ~nd tested 
( 
in severa] parts and has been found to work we)J. ThE1 most in1port.ant note to 
make about the self ]ocation methods used is that there are t.wo interdependent 
systems that together provide an accurate position for the vehicle. The Ground 
Navigator keeps track of approximat.e vehjclr position and using this 
information, the Goniometer provides an accuratP "fix'~. The Goniometer 
reading in turn allows one to establish and rernove the the error bias built up 
in the Ground Navigator. In theory it is possible to get a gonion1eter reading1 
twice a second but in r·ea]ity it will only be necessary to get, a '~fix,, at a 
frequency that will limit the G_round Navigator error bias to threshold 7 or else 
the Goniometer will not be able to provide an accurate ~'fix" and the 
: navigation system will fail. 
Two parts of the navigation system have been simplified for the prototype 
vehicle. The first is the correction for movement. At present this is a first 
order approximation of the vehicle-~s path while the beacons. are being read (it 
assumes the vehicle is mov-ing in a straight line). In the future a better model 
of the vehicle's response could be used. Additionally, speeding up the rotation 
of the goniometer would correspondingly reduce the error in angles at which 
beacons are detected. For example, if the vehicle ·is traveling at velocity v, the 
time taken for one Goniometer rotation is t, and if the vehicle is moving such 
that it equidistant from a beacon (a distance d away) at the beginning and end 
7 -
to be exactly determined experimentally; rough e'stimates put the·· maximum allowable bearing error 
at about 5 degrees. 
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of the rotation, then the maxim urn error ( with out correction) due to movement 
t ·ti 
is: - . If the goniometer rotation is speeded up by a factor of m, the error d 
terrn is reduced by the same factor. Essentially. this approach would decrease 
the inaccuracy induced bv 
.. 
rnaking a first order approximation of vehicle 
rr1overnent. during the time that it. takes to obtain a ·'fix, .. 
1"'he ser:ond area that should be improved upon in the future is the 
dynamic feedback used to control the steering angle while the vehicle is movin_g 
along a specified- path. At present, position and bearing feedback is obtained at 
most twice between two specified points on the path. The secondary path 
( described in Sec. 2.2.2) could be altered so as to generate points closer together 
effectively reducing the sampling interval at \vhich a. compensation is made for 
the vehicle straying off the path. 
The path planning procedure outlined in Chap. 3 has many advantages. 
It t,akes into account all t.he largest (rectangular) con·vex areas in a layout and 
allows for most straight. line path segments to be found very efficiently. ln 
additionoi if the source and the destination points belong to the same convex 
area, the optimal path is picked trivially. Because an overlap of convex areas 
is permitted~ the .graph generated is more complex than the one generated by 
previous researchers. However, in all except the worst case~ the number of 
nodes in the graph j_s O(n), where n is the number of obstacles. Prelin1inary 
investigation shows that the nun1ber of nodes is approximately 6n-5 in the 
worst case. Simulations show that the computational complexity of the path 
planning algorithm is directly proportional to the number of ates in the graph 
produced. The less alignment there is among the obstacles, the greater number 
of convex shapes (and arcs) isolated .. Thus the worst case is where none of the 
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edges overlap or align. A comparison of tables 4-3 and 4-4 shows that even if 
one. of the edges aligns.. the nurnber of nodes, th(• number of arcs" and the 
arnount. of tirr1e taken to find a path reduces considerably. 
The relatively large tirr1es taken by the algorithms when searching a large 
graph with many nodes and arcs can be explained as follov.'s: The algorithrr1 
makes no provision for recognizing previously traversed large graph segments if 
they are approached from a different node than before. For example a node 
path has developed in the following manner: A -+ B - C -+ D ---+ ••• Suppose 
tha.t the path backtracks to node B and then moves to node E. If there is an 
arc between E and C'I then once again the entire graph connected to C is 
searched. This was felt necessary because approaching a node that has been 
previous1y a.pproached~ but from another route~ can produce a different point 
path of a .different length. As the number of nodes ( and arcs) increases~ the 
amount of time taken to sea'rch this graph \vi)) also rise. To take care of this 
deficiency, the algorithm presented in Chap. 3 can be modified in the following 
manner: For every node, keep the cost of the best _path fron1 that node to tht' 
destination node. This list is added to as the path backtracks from a 
destination node or a node that belongs to the list. Before a ne\.v node is 
appended to· the current path, .search this list to check if a successfu-I path from 
that nod~ to th·e destination node ·has been found in the past. If so, then add 
the cost of that path to the cost of the path determined so far. If this cost 
exceeds the best cost ( of a suc.cessf ul path) by a predetermined margin, then 
instead of going further, backtrack. 
- . 
One of the ad.vantages of the: method is that a gr~ph can be p"recomputed 
(without. knowledge of source and destination point.s)· rapidly from a map of the 
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environ rrien t. the layout. ln order to come up with a nPar optimal path, we 
concurrent)v 
. 
develop a graph node path as well as an actual ~oint path for 
robot. travel. This . dynamic cost allocation the . path and at permits to point . 
the same tirr1e~ exploitation of the backtracking technique for the' node path. 
This procedurP looks ahead only one node in the node path during the 
graph search. Consequently the path segment C. 1 ___. 1-t C .. ') is determined 1-t- ... 
independently of the segment, Ci -+ Ci-+ 1• It is therefore possible in certain 
cases that the path obtained Ci -- Ci+ 1 --t Ci+ 2 is not the optimal path from Ci 
-+ Ci+ 2 (when Ci and Ci+ 2 can be joined by a straight· line). However, this 
drawback can be overcome by refitting the poin.t, path every time a new point 
is added to the path. Path points will not fall on corners of inadmissible areas 
only when the one node look ahe~d is not enough resulting in a nonoptimal 
path. 
The work presented in Chap. 3 is limited in considering only rectangular 
convex areas. There are an infinite number of non-rectangular areas that exist 
in any given ·environment. However~ if some intelligently chosen non-rectangular 
prime convex areas are added to the set of convex areas, the optimality of the 
path obtained will improve. Such a choice would have to be based on a 
statistical study of paths frequently traveled. More paths would be found 
trivially as well as there would be a less chance of finding a "bent" path where 
a straight line path were possible. In addition, a simple prepro(essing procedure 
could be included to quickly determine if a direct straigh_t line path exists 
between the given pair of source and destination points. This would be 
-particularly useful if the path is oblique and would normally require graph 
traversal as well as · the refitting explained above. Because obstacles have been 
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extended beyond their physica) dimensions ( to avoid r.ollisions with finite sized 
· robots)~ a postprocessing procedure would be required to advance the robot. from 
the artificial boundary of the obstac)e to the physica) docking bay (if there were 
such. a need). 
In a sense, the modification to the graph searching technique mentioned 
above incorporates the notion of "'learnt'' behavior- repeated graph searches will 
occur Jess and less as successful paths are found. One more modification can be 
made .in the same spirit: Procedure findnewnode in Sec. 3.4 can be configured 
to look for the best possible next node to approach the present destination 
node, rather than the first valid one. This can be done by keeping track of 
how many times each link of each node was chose_n in past. successful paths on 
the \\'ay to a given destination. This approach would serve to cut down the 
graph search considerably because there would be a grtater chance that the best 
paths would be fou·nd early in the search .. Thus less time would be spent 
looking at entire paths with costs greater than the best cost. It should be 
noted, however~ that even though this learning capability_-: would improve the 
. computational speed, it would be expensive . In terms of its memory 
requirements. 
.. 
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